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DESPATCH

by Louis V. Hunter, Representing Combined press

One of the most amazing aspects of the surrender is the fact that both a

British fleet and the Italian fleet passed each other -within 75 miles of

Foggia, which eras the great German air base in Italy, without being attacked*

lien aboard the British fleet which 'went into Taranto expected an attack* Guns

'were manned all the time, but only one aircraft appealed during the night of

Thursday and it was driven off by a terrific barrage Tack ack from the

battleships, cruisers and destroyers.

Five worships, including the battleships Guillio and Andrea Doria come from

Taranto* Thirteen others escaped from Spezia:*

The action of the Italian fleet was technically not a surrender. Worships
are still flying the red, white and green Italian tricolor and are still under

orders of their commander, V/hat they did was simply to comply wijtjh the terms of

the armistice, and sailed into the shelter of Billed ports to avoid falling into

German hands. The visit of the Italian acting commander in chief to .Admiral

Cunningham yesterday was the formal visit of one naval chief to another* Several

units of the fleet made an historic entry into bomb-torn Valetta harbour this

morning on the *ve of the first anniversary presentation of the George Cross to

Malta, which remained undaunted and undismayed in face of the world*s greatest
aerial blitz.

Vessels steamed slowly post the lighthouse at the entrance to the harbour,
while the Maltese people celebrated Victory t)ay and the downfall of Italy with

special church services and processions through the ruined narrow streets of the

island bastion.

Lord Gort, in a speech from the balcony of Valetta palace, admonished the

Maltese to remember that while they may be content with the events of the past
few days, they nuet not waver, weaken or slacken until final victory over

11 crooked Nazi Germany",
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